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The Coalition Battle Management Language (C-BML) is 
intended to be a standardized unambiguous language for 
expressing orders, commands, requests, and reports that can 
be understood and acted upon by live (real), constructive 
(simulated), and robotic (real or simulated) forces.
Specification of C-BML for robotic forces can be informed 
by current Autonomous Vehicle research.
- What are the key considerations for an AV command language?




• Autonomous Vehicle Command Language
• Coalition Battle Management Language




Problem Area:  Dissimilar Autonomous Vehicle 
(AV) Incompatibility
Examples:
– Homogeneous vehicle system: Swarming
– Programmed compatibility: CJTFEX 04-2 Coordinated 
Mine Countermeasures
Vehicle-specific data formats and mission planning systems 
preclude effective coordination in multi-vehicle systems and 
hinder the design of such systems.
To date, the preponderance of multi-vehicle research has 
assumed inherent compatibility:  homogeneous vehicle 
systems or explicitly programmed compatibility.
2006 Fall SIW
10th AnniversaryResearch Overview
A Rigorously Defined 
Common Data Model
– Vehicle-Independent
– Subsumes Vehicle-Specific 
Data Format and Content
– Extensible Markup Language 
(XML) Schema Governed
Data Model Requirements




– Data Model to Vehicle-
Specific Formats















– Minimum Requirements 
to Capture Arbitrary 
Tasking
– Behavior Activation and 
Termination Criteria
Scripting















Declarative Goal-Based Mission Specification
14 Predefined Goal Types*
Finite State Machine (FSM)
– States Represent Individual 
Goals
– Transitions Executed upon 
Goal Success or Failure
Mission Constraints
– Launch and Recovery 
Positions
– Avoid Areas
– Ingress and Egress Routing
Mission Start
Rendezvous with 
UUV-2 in Area C
Search Area A














Integration into a Multi-Layer Control 








































Extended Rational Behavior Model Controller
Three-Layer Hybrid Architecture
– Strategic Level
• High Level Mission Control
• Commanding Officer
– Tactical Level




• Existing Vehicle Control
• Enlisted Watches
Leverages Other Research Objectives
– Declarative and Task-Level 
Mission Specification
– Generation of Task-Level Behavior 
Sequences to Accomplish 
Declarative Goals
– Translation of Task-Level 




Translation of Data Model 
Data to Text-Based Vehicle-
Specific Formats
Extensible Stylesheet Language for Transformation (XSLT)
– Many Well-Proven Applications in Numerous Problem Domains
– Relies on Data Mappings from the Model to the Target Format
– Exemplars:
• Phoenix UUV Scripting Language
• ARIES UUV Waypoint Lists
• Seahorse UUV Orders












10th AnniversaryTranslation of Vehicle-Specific 
Text Formats to AVCL
Parse using a Context Free 
Grammar (CFG)
– Chomsky Normal Form (CNF)
– Cocke-Younger-Kasami (CYK) 
Algorithm
– Yields a Binary Parse Tree
Translate Parse Tree to AVCL
– Depth First Traversal
– Template-Based Translation of 
Individual Parse Nodes
Comparison to XSLT-Based 
Translations
– Fixed Order vs. Arbitrary 
Traversal
– Arbitrary vs. In-Order Result 
Output Document Generation
Example Chomsky Normal Form Rules:
Mission -> LaunchCmd + MissionMiddle
Mission -> LaunchCmd + MissionEnd
MissionMiddle -> WaypointCmd + MissionMdl
MissionMiddle -> SurfaceCmd + MissionMdl
MissionMiddle -> WaypointCmd + MissionEnd
MissionMiddle -> SurfaceCmd + MissionEnd
MissionEnd -> WaypointCmd + RendezvousCmd
MissionEnd -> SurfaceCmd + RendezvousCmd






10th AnniversaryTranslation Between Data 
Model and Binary Formats
XML Encoding of Binary Format 
– Serialization of XML to Binary
– Reading of Binary to XML
– XSLT Conversion between Data Model and XML Encoding
– Similar Efforts 
• Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS) XML
• Unmanned Systems Common Service Specification (USCS)


















An unambiguous language for expressing orders, 
commands, requests, and reports that can be understood 
and acted upon by live (real), constructive (simulated), and 
robotic (real or simulated) forces.
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Coalition Battle Management Language 
(C-BML)




















(Refer to Schade/Hieb paper 06S-SIW-068 for details)
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(Refer to Schade/Hieb paper 06S-SIW-068 for details)
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(Refer to Schade/Hieb paper 06S-SIW-068 for details)
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– AVCL design considered capabilities of 
individual types of vehicles; C-BML developed 
more generically
– C-BML directives to robotic forces may have to 
be given at the level of atomic actions
• Different levels of precision in the expression of 
commands depend on the recipient (live, constructive, 
or robotic)
• Multi-layer control architecture and AVCL may be 
feasible way to integrate higher order C-BML orders 
with diverse robotic systems
2006 Fall SIW
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– C-BML provides more general and expressive 
spatial and temporal qualifications; AVCL 
provides “minimum essential” qualifications for 
commanding robotic forces
• C-BML design will need to determine the full breadth 
of requirements for autonomous, tele-operated, and 
semi-autonomous vehicles that will populate the future 
battlespace
– AVCL does not cover the “Why” of the 5W’s
• Robots do not need the justification, but may be useful 
for after-action and possibly legal reference
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– C-BML and AVCL use C2IEDM terms, but do not 
reference the C2IEDM namespace and existing 
schemas for direct tie to that vocabulary
– Neither C-BML nor AVCL have published their 
XML Schema – should be a strong consideration 
for the DoD Metadata Registry as early as 
possible for broader community participation
– There appear to be similarities in the language 
designs for messaging and reporting, but this 




– Additional research is needed in commanding 
multiple robots to act in coordination
• Meta-level concepts of formation and roles are not 




– Specification of a common language for 
commanding robotic forces is essential for 
effective and efficient employment of these 
assets
– Robotics research provides a good foundation 




















Exemplar Data Model Definition
– Task-Level Behavior Set Determination
– XML Schema Design
– Included data:
• Mission Specification (tasking)
• Mission Results
• Communications (message set)
Data Conversions
– AVCL to Vehicle-Specific Text
– AVCL to Vehicle-Specific Binary
– Vehicle-Specific Text to AVCL
– Vehicle-Specific Binary to AVCL
– AVCL Declarative to AVCL Task-Level
– AVCL Task-Level to AVCL Declarative
Data Model Application to Facilitate AV Control
– Integration into a Multi-Layer Architecture
